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Ab s t r Ac t 
Aim: Although hysterectomy is considered to be a safe operation, there are possible long-term effects of this procedure including urinary 
incontinence (UI) that has not been discussed much in the literature. This study investigated the effect of the hysterectomy on UI using Wilcoxon 
ranking and the Chi-square test of independence.
Materials and methods: Urinary incontinence symptoms of 52 patients who underwent abdominal hysterectomy (AH) and 34 patients who 
underwent laparoscopic hysterectomy (LH) were compared before and after the operation.
Results: The results indicated that preoperatively the participants who had LH developed higher levels of irritative symptoms, obstructive 
symptoms, and urogenital distress than that of participants who had AH. After the operation, UI symptoms of the participants decreased in 
both of the groups, and there were no significant differences between patients who underwent AH and those who underwent LH.
Conclusions: While this study provides significant information about the effects of hysterectomy on UI, the analysis of the results suggests that 
it is important to inform patients with evidence-based research studies about the effects of hysterectomy on UI. The findings indicated that the 
UI symptoms decreased after the hysterectomy and that there were no significant differences in UI symptoms for patients who had LH and AH. 
The result revealed that both of the procedures were effective in decreasing symptoms.
Clinical significance: While this study provides significant information about the effects of hysterectomy on UI, the analysis of the results suggests 
that it is important to inform patients with evidence-based research studies about the effects of hysterectomy on UI. Both of the procedures 
can be applied. However, physicians using their clinical and medical investigations and examination skills should decide which procedure is 
more appropriate for the patients and inform the patients about the possible outcomes of both procedures.
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In t r o d u c t I o n 
Hysterectomy is one of the most common surgical procedures 
around the world.1,2 Hysterectomy is described as removal 
of the uterus either with or without the cervix using various 
surgical procedures including laparoscopy. There are two types 
of hysterectomy as total hysterectomy (TH) and supracervical 
hysterectomy (SCH).3 The TH is described as removal of both the 
uterine body and the cervix, while SCH is described as removing 
the uterus without the cervix.4 In comparison to TH, the SCH is a 
more lenient surgery that has a low risk of damaging innervations 
of the bladder and the pelvic floor.3 Hysterectomy is conducted 
about 90% of the time for benign reasons including uterine fibroids, 
vaginal bleedings, pelvic pains, and pelvic-organ prolapses; and also 
most of the time it is elective.5 In any case, however, complications, 
including fever, hemorrhage-requiring transfusion, repair of 
adjacent organ injury, or life-threatening events, may occur during 
the operation. Although hysterectomy is considered to be a safe 
operation, there are possible long-term effects of this procedure 
including urinary incontinence (UI), which has not been discussed 
much in the literature.5

Urinary incontinence is described when a person involuntarily 
lose urine and cannot prevent its leaking out. There are various 
reasons including but not limited to coughing, laughing, and 
pregnancy.6 It is a common problem, increased by age, occurring 
in up to 40% of women. Bladder-control exercises and pelvic floor 
or Kegel exercises can help to reduce it.4

One of the long-term possible effects of hysterectomy is UI, 
which might be due to the operation damaging pelvic nerves and 
pelvic structures. Research indicated that there was no significant 

increase (if not an improvement) in incontinence 6–12 months 
after the hysterectomy.7,8 If the incontinence mechanism is similar 
to multiple birth, considering parity is a risk factor, it may not 
develop many years after the procedure.9 However, there was an 
increased risk of UI for 60 years old or older women who underwent 
hysterectomy.10,11 Meta-analysis investigated the effects of both 
SCH and TH on UI and concluded no significant differences between 
the two procedures. Patients who had TH, however, were more likely 
to have UI comparing with those who had SCH.4

The link between hysterectomy and subsequent UI is not clear 
and there is a lack of research investigating it. However, physicians 
tend to experience a correlation between the hysterectomy and 
UI. Therefore, more research is needed to investigate the effects of 
hysterectomy on UI. With this regard, this study investigated the 
effects of hysterectomy on UI.
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MAt e r I A l s A n d  Me t h o d s 
Participants and Procedures
The study’s ethics committee approval was obtained from Kocaeli 
Derince Training and Research Hospital. All the information about 
the procedures was given to the patients and an informed consent 
was taken from all of them. After obtaining an ethical approval, 
this study was conducted in the gynecology divisions of a private 
hospital located in the southern part of Turkey, from December 
2014 to March 2018. The study included 52 patients who underwent 
abdominal hysterectomy (AH) and 34 patients who underwent 
laparoscopic hysterectomy (LH). For this descriptive study, a total of 
28 patients with benign indications for hysterectomy were retrieved 
using convenience sampling. The participants were informed about 
the purpose of the study, the procedures, and the complications 
that might occur, and asked if they would be willing to participate 
in the study. The participants were recruited on a volunteer basis 
and they were informed that not participating in the study would 
not have any negative effects on their treatment and relationship 
with their physician.

Demographic information of the volunteer participants, 
including age, weight, height, body mass index (BMI) and 
menopausal situation, use of hormone replacement treatment, and 
obstetric history (i.e., parity, vaginal birth count, birth interventions, 
birth type), was recorded. Using clinical investigation, it was 
determined whether the participant had urinary dysfunction 
problems or not. If participants had urinary dysfunction problems; 
the strength, type, and etiology of their problems; if those problems 
affect their social life; and any hygienic problems were recorded. In 
addition, to determine urinary symptoms and the effect of UI on 
the quality of life, the participants completed a symptoms survey 
before and after the operation.

Measurements
This study used a demographic information form and the 
urinary dysfunction index scale to investigate the effects of 
hysterectomy on UI. The urogenital distress inventory (UDI) 
measures the presence and frequency of stress and urge in UI 
symptoms. The scale is consisted of six items. The first two items 
measure irritative symptoms, the third and fourth questions 
measure stress symptoms, and the fifth and sixth questions 
measure obstructive symptoms.12 The participants are asked 
to rate the extent to which they experience the symptoms 
in addition to questions such as “Peeing often?” Each item is 
measured with a fourth-point Likert-type scale (i.e., 1—not at 
all, 2—a little bit, 3—moderately, 4—greatly). The raw scores 
are divided by item numbers and multiplied by 25 to obtain the 
final scores. Higher scores indicate higher levels of symptoms. 
Internal consistency reliability of the scale has been reported to 
range from 0.44 to 0.66.12

In order to determine patients who had UI, during clinical 
investigations and stress-type examinations, a Q-tip test, which is 
a simple measurement tool to examine pelvic relaxations that may 
lead to stress UI, was conducted. To determine prolapse levels of 
the participants, the pelvic organ prolapse quantification (POP-Q) 
system analysis was applied to all of the participants. The POP-Q 
system is a site-specific system documenting the pelvic support 
status in women. It provides a standardized tool approved by 
the International Continence Society (ICS) and the American 
Urogynecologic Society (AUGS). The analyses mentioned above 
were conducted before and after the operation.

Statistical Analysis
SPSS version 11 was used to analyze the data. The variables were 
evaluated using the Wilcoxon sign rank test and the Chi-square 
test of independence, and a standard p level of 0.05 was used 
to determine the significance. In addition, mean, frequency and 
standard deviation of the samples were calculated to provide 
descriptive information.

re s u lts 
The mean age of the participants was 54.79 (SD = 11.01), ranging 
from 41 years to 76 years. The results indicated that the patients who 
had LH were younger than patients who had AH. The participants 
had a BMI of 30.66 (SD = 5.29) on average with BMI ranging from 
21.58 to 48.75. In terms of BMI, the results indicated that there was 
a significant difference between participants who had LH and AH. 
Participants who had LH were lighter than participants who had AH.

The parity of the participants ranged from 2 to 8 with a mean 
of 2.84. There was no significant parity differences between 
participants who had LH and AH. The participants’ number of 
vaginal birth ranged from 0 to 8 with a mean of 2.71. There was 
no significant number of vaginal birth differences between 
participants who had LH and AH. The patients’ number of caesarian 
birth ranged from 0 to 2, and 11.1% of the participants had at least 
one cesarean birth. There was no significant number of caesarian 
birth differences between participants who had LH and AH. 
The results indicated that 69% of the participants were in the 
menopausal stage. Of the participants in the menopausal stage, 
the number of the participants who had AH was significantly higher 
than that of those who had LH. More details about the demographic 
characteristics and clinical information about the participants can 
be found in Table 1.

Comparison of Urinary Dysfunction Symptoms before 
and after the Hysterectomy
Detailed information regarding the comparison of urinary 
dysfunction symptoms before and after hysterectomy can be 
seen in Table 2. The results indicated that the participants who had 
LH displayed significantly higher preoperative levels of irritative 
symptoms than that of the participants who had AH. Both groups 
had significant decrease in irritative symptoms after the operation. 
After the operation, there were no significant differences in irritative 
symptoms between participants who had LH and AH.

The results indicated that there was no significant preoperative 
stress symptom differences between participants who had LH and 
AH. The participants who had AH had significant decrease in stress 
symptoms after the operation while the participants who had LH 
had a slight increase in stress symptoms after the operation. After 

Table 1: Demographic characteristics of the participants who underwent 
laparoscopic hysterectomy and the participants who underwent 
abdominal hysterectomy

AH (n = 52)  
mean ± SD

LH (n = 34)  
mean ± SD p

Age 54.40 ± 8.47 46.00 ± 6.65 0.000
BMI 31.54 ± 6.29 29.70 ± 3.86 0.017
Parity 2.45 (0–6) 2.86 (0–6) 0.375
Vaginal birth 2.20 (0–6) 2.86 (0–6) 0.305
Cesarean 15.6/52 (30%) 8.5/34 (25%) 0.557
Menopause 39/52 (75%) 21.1/34 (63%) 0.000
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the operation, there were significant differences in stress symptoms 
between participants who had LH and AH. Participants who had LH 
had higher stress symptoms than that of participants who had AH.

The results indicated that the participants who had LH had 
significantly higher level of preoperative obstructive symptoms 
than participants who had AH. Participants who had LH had 
significant decrease while participants who had AH had a slight 
decrease in obstructive symptoms after the operation. After the 
operation, there were no significant differences in obstructive 
symptoms between participants who had LH and AH.

As for the total scores of UDI, the participants who had LH 
displayed significantly higher levels of preoperative urogenital 
distress than that of participants who had AH. Participants who had 
AH and LH had significant decrease in urogenital distress after the 
operation. After the operation, there were significant differences in 
obstructive symptoms between participants who had LH and AH. 
Participants who had LH had higher urogenital distress than that 
of participants who had AH.

Clinical Examinations and Diagnostic Test Results
Pad Test
The pad test results indicated that preoperatively there were 
four patients who had incontinence, three of them were in the 
participant group who had AH and one of them was in the group 
who had LH. There were no patients who had incontinence after 
the operation.

Stress Test
Participants who had AH had significantly higher levels of stress 
positivity than that of participants who had LH, both before and 
after the operation. While participants who had LH had a significant 

decrease in stress positivity after the operation, there was no 
significant difference in stress positivity after the operation in 
participants who had AH. After the operation, participants who 
had LH had a significantly lower level of stress positivity comparing 
with the participants who had AH. Detailed information about the 
stress test results can be seen in Table 3.

Q-tip Test
The results indicated that although there was a decrease in 
ureteral mobility for both groups of the participants, there were no 
significant differences in urethral mobility between the participants 
who had LH and AH both before and after the operation. More 
detailed results can be seen in Table 4.

dI s c u s s I o n 
The results indicated that before the operation the participants who 
had LH had higher levels of irritative and obstructive symptoms 
and total scores on UDI than that of the participants who had 
AH. After the operation, symptoms decreased in both groups of 
the participants. After the operation, there were no symptomatic 
differences between both groups of patients, which suggests 
that the operation reduced symptoms for all of the participants. 
Although the research indicates that hysterectomy is associated 
with increased risk for UI due to possible damages in pelvic 
structures,13 our study found that hysterectomy had positive effects 
on the urogenital distress symptoms. One possible explanation for 
the results is that some researchers noted that problems within the 
female bladder, urethra or ureters might go unnoticed and those 
injuries are repaired at the time of the operation. Hence, it is possible 
that during the operation the problems within urinary system of 
the participants were detected and repaired.

This study used UDI to measure lower urinary tract dysfunction 
along with irritative, stress, and obstructive/discomfort symptoms, 
which would affect the health-related life quality of the participants. 
The results indicated that, in comparison to participants who had 
AH, patients who had LH had a higher level of urogenital symptoms. 
However, it can be considered that the surgery had a more positive 
effect on participants who had LH as their symptoms decreased 
at a higher rate than that of participants who had AH. Overall, 
our findings are in line with previous research indicating that 
hysterectomy did not have negative effects on the quality of life.14,15 
Moreover, this study revealed that the hysterectomy improved the 
health-related life quality of patients in both groups, which is also 
in line with the previous research indicating that hysterectomy 
may positively influence physical health and social relationships.16

Other clinical examinations, including stress positivity, Q-tip 
test, and pad test, also indicated that both groups of the participants 
were experiencing the urogenital distress symptoms. After the 
surgery, however, the symptoms were decreased showing the 
positive effect of the surgery. In particular, the pad test revealed 

Table 3: Comparisons of stress test positivity between the participants 
who underwent laparoscopic hysterectomy and the participants who 
underwent abdominal hysterectomy

Groups

Stress test positive

pPreoperative Postoperative
LH 8.5/34 (25%) 3.4/34 (10%) 0.453
AH 17.1/52 (33.30%) 20.8/52 (40%) 1.000
p 0.019 0.012

Table 4: Comparisons of Q-tip test values between the participants 
who underwent laparoscopic hysterectomy and the participants who 
underwent abdominal hysterectomy

Groups

Q-tip test values (>35)

pPreoperative Postoperative
AH 5.2/52 (10%) 2.6/52 (5%) 1.000
LH 4.3/34 (13.30%) 3.5/34 (6.7%) 1.000
p 0.311 0.413

Table 2: Comparisons of the urogenital distress inventory between the participants who underwent laparoscopic hysterectomy and the participants 
who underwent abdominal hysterectomy

Operation 
type

UDI-IS scores UDI-SS scores UDI-OS scores UDI-6 total scores

Preoperative Postoperative Preoperative Postoperative Preoperative Postoperative Preoperative Postoperative
AH 31.66 19.16 19.99 9.99 14.99 12.49 22.29 13.6
LH 52.22 24.44 19.99 21.1 48.88 8.88 40.73 18.51
p 0.002 0.710 0.133 0.358 0.012 0.997 0.002 0.598

UDI, urogenital distress inventory; IS, irritative symptoms; SS, stress symptoms; OS, obstructive symptoms
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that four participants, who experienced UI before the operation, 
did not report UI after the operation.

co n c lu s I o n A n d  cl I n I c A l  sI g n I f I c A n c e 
The findings indicated that the UI symptoms decreased after the 
hysterectomy. It is important to inform patients about the results 
of the operation using evidence-based results. As hysterectomy is 
an important operation for women, and most of the patients might 
worry about the results of the operation, findings of this study 
could be used to inform women who might undergo hysterectomy. 
However, it is important to note that each patient is different and 
physicians’ surgical performance might also be a factor on the 
operations’ outcomes.

One possible explanation of why UI symptoms decreased 
after the hysterectomy is that it is possible that patients might go 
unnoticed for UI symptoms. Therefore, it is important to inform 
patients about the UI symptoms so that they would be aware of 
the symptoms and get earlier medical care.

The findings suggest that there were no significant differences 
in UI symptoms for patients who had LH and AH. The result 
revealed that both of the procedures were effective in decreasing 
symptoms. Therefore, both of the procedures can be applied. 
However, physicians using their clinical and medical investigations 
and examination skills should decide which procedure is more 
appropriate for the patients and inform the patients about the 
possible outcomes of both procedures.

lI M I tAt I o n s 
There are several important limitations of this study that the readers 
should consider when interpreting the results. This study used two 
groups of patient who underwent AH and LH. However, both groups 
had a relatively small sample size. Therefore, the findings of this 
study should only be generalized cautiously. Second, UI symptoms 
of the patients were evaluated using self-report measurement 
tools. It is important to consider that the results were based on the 
perception of the participants. Last, this study only used a six-item 
UI measurement assessing three types of distress symptoms. A more 
comprehensive measurement of urogenital distress might provide 
more accurate results.
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